
CBright
The Compact photographic setup

for professional and standardize photos

Don’t miss your photo anymore

Skin, Face
& Hair



Advantages/benefits:
•  Light, robust and reproducible

•  Most compact of its category

•  Simple to use, minimum setting and skill required

•  Good value price performances

Technology:      The CBright is a standardized Photographic Setup which can be configured for different pho-

tographic devices like, smarphones, tablets, professional compact cameras. All these devices can be connec-

ted to your computer or cloud to transfer photos. It integrates the best know how with positioning control and 

LED illumination! The CBright provides you the ability to take photos within a very smart way which allows 

you to get reliable and reproducable before and after images as the system controls for you the positioning 

of the patient/vomunteer and the photographic device in a very precise way. Don’t miss you photos anymore!

Positioning:     The CBright uses a unique head rest concept which center the face on a very reproducible 

way. A laser line complete the setup to control the last mouvment freedom left. The photographic device can 

be poitioned at differenet angles from 0° up to + 90° while a uniform LED illumination helps to control the 

color of each image independantly to the angle.

 

Software:      Some professional software helps you to align the photos before acquiring them and store them 

automatically in your smartphone or computer. It also can edit these photo on your computer later on. Color correc-

tion can be applied later on if we get the color checker inside the image.

Method

Applications

Local zone: Follow up on color, brightness, homogé-
néity ageing spots

Global Face: Illustrations, follow up and documenta-
tions for publication

Claims support:

Local zone:
Follow up skin care, make-

up,skin repair, pores and dark 

spots

Face:
color, make-up, firming, 

reshaping, pollution

Hair:
Color shinyness, volume



Technical Data

Setup Standard Professional

Stand in aluminium frame 155 x 110 x 50 cm3
(H x W x D)

Panels in dark grey 60 x 100 cm²
(H x W)

Head rest system From the back on the temp

Laser positioning control < 1 mw red laser

Illumination ring 40W 5500 °K Polarized

Photo system attachement 3/8” thread

Camera Customer supply Canon EOS 250D

Configurations:

Linked Products:

Accessories

Fonctionalities: 
Full camera settings with autofocus

Positionning adjustment using multiple lines and laser line control

Illumination up to 4 800 Lm

Save images on a SD card or on PC via USB port,

Adjustable height setting of the head rest over 390 mm



Camera model SONY UMC-R10C

Lenses Interchangeable lenses (Zoom lens 16-50 mm or  fix 24 mm)

Camera resolution 5456 x 3632 pixels (20.1 Mp)

Focus Manual or auto with zone lock

Acquisition frequency 30 fps

File format JPEG (Tiff) compliant,RAW

Communication USB 2.0 or higher

Dimensions 122,4 × 92,6 × 69,8 mm

Power supply Via rechargeable battery or USB

Rceording media microSD memory card

Computer configuration Windows 7-64 and up or Windows tablet

Weight 700 g including battery and zoom lens

Technical specifications:

Camera specifications:
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CBright

Motorized vertical column 390 mm by continuous motor drive and up/down switch

Head rest Centering tips and rest

Angular settings 0, +30°, +45°, +60°, +90°

Dimension XY (cm) 127 x 155

Positioning Laser Class 1 (< 1 mw)

Working distance (mm) 300

Weight (Kg) 20

Illumination 4 x 10W led strip 5500 °K

Adaptator Smartphone or Still cameras up to 1250 g 


